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Abstract—As the parallel scale of HPC applications represented by earth system models becomes larger and the computing cost becomes higher, the performance of HPC applications is increasingly critical. Profiling HPC applications accurately helps to model the applications and find the performance bottlenecks. However, due to the complexity of HPC applications, the diversity of programming languages, the differences of individual programming habits, and multiple architectures, accurate profiling becomes very tough. In this paper, we propose LPerf: a low-overhead and high-accuracy profiler for HPC applications. To reduce the profiling overhead and improve the profiling accuracy, we propose a preprocessing method which can automatically instrument with tunable granularity thus significantly reducing the run-time overhead of profiling, an aggregated caller-callee relationship which is used to locate relationship of functions efficiently, and a profiling-aware method which can precisely calculate running time of functions. The experimental results show that the error rate of profiling reaches 0.02%, and the overhead reaches 1.6%, in the earth system model named CAS-ESM. Compared with the baselines, the precision, accuracy, and overhead of LPerf have reached the state of the art.

Index Terms—LLVM, instrumentation, profiling, performance modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

The performance of HPC applications becomes more crucial due to the increasing complication of tasks. Complicated applications need to be run on the high-performance computing platform because the platform utilizes parallel technology to accelerate computation. However, even though the computing power of high-performance computing platforms is developing rapidly, the platform utilization of HPC applications is decreasing. The peak performance of HPC applications does not even reach 20% of the peak performance of the platforms. This shows that the performance of HPC applications has great potential for improvement. An important indicator of the performance of applications is running time. The reduction of running time not only makes some time-critical tasks possible, but also lowers the computing cost. Therefore, the reduction of the running time of the applications is a matter of great concern. Accurate profiling is helpful for performance modeling and mining performance bottlenecks. However, due to the increasing complexity of tasks, accurate profiling is a huge hurdle. The difficulty of accurate profiling can be caused by many different factors across many different levels from complex operating systems to various code of applications. So, how to accurately profile has become an important research topic. In this paper, we propose LPerf for profiling HPC applications which can significantly lower the overhead and enhance the accuracy. For the HPC applications with multiple MPI communicators, a three-level profiling scheme is proposed to distinguish and profile different model components according to the MPI communicators. The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

- A preprocessing method which can automatically instrument with tunable granularity thus significantly reducing the run-time overhead of profiling during the compilation stage is addressed, to lower the overhead and improve the applicability of LPerf.
- An aggregated caller-callee relationship which is used to locate relationship of functions efficiently is designed. The aggregated caller-callee relationship reduces memory and time overhead, and the red-black tree is adapted to further accelerate locating.
- To obtain exclusive time of functions, a profiling-aware method which can precisely calculate running time of functions is proposed. This method can distinguish the running time of functions with probes and without probes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists preliminaries for profiling and LLVM. Section 3 describes the difficulties and challenges of profiling. Section 4 introduces the details of implementation. Section 5 analyzes the experimental results. Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES FOR PROFILING AND LLVM

A. Preliminaries for Profiling

To accurately profile, there have been some tools, and most of them propose methods of profiling by instrumentation. Instrumentation can be performed at different stages. One is to instrument at the stage of object code [7]. For this method, performing analysis to record the location of instrumentation is necessary. However, due to the incomplete grammatical and semantic information in the object code, the locating and analysis of programs are inaccurate occasionally [6]. The other is to instrument at the stage of source code. This method requires lexical, syntax, and semantic analysis of source code, and the analysis requires a large amount of work and has some modifications for different programming languages [18]. Due to the complicated analysis of source code, this method is not widely applicable.

At the stage of object code, there are some classic tools. The gprof is a profile tool of GNU for C and Fortran applications which is widely applied to performance analysis [15]. It has the ability to record running time of functions, but the timing result is inaccurate occasionally [9] [28]. The GPerftools proposed by google can obtain high-accuracy profiling results, but barely support the profiling of MPI functions.

At the stage of source code, there are also some powerful tools. The LIKWID designed by Jan Treibig can record the running time of each thread, but it cannot record the running time of MPI functions, and can only be applied to the x86 platform [26]. The Timemory designed by Jonathan R. Madsen can record the running time of MPI functions, but only support C++ applications [21]. The HPCtoolkit designed by Adhiantol can support the applications written by many kinds of languages, but the timing result is inaccurate occasionally [1]. The TAU (Tuning and Analysis Utilities) designed by Sameer can be a comprehensive toolkit for performance analysis of applications, which reaches the stage of the art. However, the problem of overhead hinders TAU [25].

LLVM releases a new chance to perform instrumentation at the stage of intermediate files (IR files) to avoid the defects of instrumentation at the stage of object code and source code [17].

B. Introduction to LLVM

LLVM is a collection of modular, reusable compilers and tools. Clang and Flang are compilers that support C and Fortran applications in LLVM. Together with LLVM, they form a complete tool chain, support multiple operating systems and hardware architectures, and can replace the GCC compilation system [24].

The Pass framework of LLVM which is a supplement to the compiler is an important part of LLVM [8]. They have the ability to analyze, optimize and transform the intermediate files (IR files). When the user-defined Passes are implemented, they will be compiled into a dynamic-link library through specific compilation instructions, and the optimizer of LLVM is used to make the dynamic-link library to process the IR files generated by the source file through LLVM [29]. Sequentially, analysis, optimization or transformation to the IR file will be implemented and a new IR file will be generated. By performing instrumentation at the stage of IR file, we can avoid not only the occasional inaccuracy of locating and analyzing program caused by performing instrumentation at the stage of object code, but also the complicated analysis caused by performing instrumentation at the stage of source code [14].

To reduce the overhead and improve the accuracy, a profiler based on LLVM referred as to LPerf is proposed, which can preprocess and automatically instrument with tunable granularity, locate call relationships of functions with low redundancy, and computing the running time of functions with profiling-aware [2].

III. CHALLENGES AND OVERVIEW OF LPERF

In this section, we elaborate the challenges and introduce the overview of LPerf.

A. Challenges

To record the running time of functions, it is necessary to insert probes into the entry and exit of functions. As the structures of the applications are very complicated, it is tough to automatically instrument [20]. Some existing tools perform manual instrumentation instead of automatic instrumentation.

Profiling precisely is also a hurdle because the running time of some functions are too small to be recorded. However, if these functions are called many times, the sum of the running time of these functions will be very large [16]. If the total running time of these functions cannot be recorded, it will cause a huge error to the profiling result.

Due to multi-level calls, the running time of a function includes not only its own running time, but also the running time of its subfunctions [10]. To accurately analyze function performance, exclusive time, i.e., its own running time, should be focused. Only inserting probes into the entry and exit of functions cannot obtain exclusive time of functions [12]. Therefore, how to achieve exclusive time of a function is a challenge.

Call relationships are the key to achieve exclusive time. Complete call relationships are large and redundant thus leading to locating insufficiently [27]. Locating the call relationships is inevitable as the function with the same call relationships may appears many times and the redundant call relationships hinder locating. Briefly, the probe will bring overhead to the source program. On the one hand, the call relationships will increase the overhead of memory. If the scale of application is very large, the call relationships will become a great burden in the memory. On the other hand, the locating will increase the overhead of running time. If the running time of the probe cannot be reduced, the running time of the instrumented applications will increase dramatically [3].
B. Overview of Proposed LPerf

To profile the large-scale HPC applications, such as CAS-ESM on the specified scientific computing platform, LPerf is designed. The computing platform is equipped with X86-based Hygon CPUs without GPUs or DCUs. Considering the similar performance of CAS-ESM of MPI version and MPI+OpenMP version, to pursue low overhead, high accuracy and precision, LPerf focuses on the resources assignment among processes.

Generally, LPerf includes three phases of preprocessing, running and analyzing, as shown in Figure 1.

Before the application runs, the IR files of applications are generated and a Pass is used to scan the IR file through LLVM. After the scan is completed, we obtain the names and numbers of all user-defined functions including the MPI Wrapper functions.

Especially, to take over the built-in MPI functions, MPI Wrapper technology is used to encapsulate the built-in MPI functions, whose names begin with “MPI_”. According to the MPI standard, each MPI operation can be implemented by the functions beginning with “MPI_” and “PMPI_”. Considering this feature, a set of MPI Wrapper functions with the same names as the built-in MPI functions is created. In the MPI Wrapper functions, PMPI_ functions are called to implement the specific MPI operation. Through MPI Wrapper technology, the MPI Wrapper functions take over the built-in MPI functions.

Then, to generate an instrumented intermediate file, the corresponding function numbers and starting probe after the entry of functions, and the ending probe before the exit of functions are inserted into the functions by the other Pass. After that, we transform the instrumented intermediate file into an executable file through LLVM.

When the application is running, the starting probe is used to record two timestamps. The first is the starting time of the running time of the function excluding the probe. The second is the starting time of running time of the function including the probe. Besides, the function number is also recorded. The ending probe is used to record the call relationships of functions, calculate the running time of the function, accumulate the number of calls and running time of functions. All the information will be recorded in each process. Before the application stops, the customized function inserted at the end of the MAIN function will write the running information in memory into profiling result files on disk.

After the application runs, LPerf traverses and calculates the profiling result files of the selected process which usually is rank 0, to obtain the exclusive time of a function by subtracting the sum of the running time of subfunctions from the running time of the function according to Equation 1. Figure 2 shows the components of the running time of functions. Finally, LPerf restore the function number of each function to the function name. The time complexity of LPerf is \( O(n \log n) \).

\[
T_c = T_r - \sum T_{rs}
\]

where \( T_c \) is the exclusive time of a function, \( T_r \) is the running time of the function, \( T_{rs} \) is the running time of one subfunction of the function.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we present the implementation details of the preprocessing method which can automatically instrument with tunable granularity thus significantly reducing the runtime overhead of profiling, the aggregated caller-callee relationship which is used to locate call relationships of functions efficiently, and the profiling-aware method which can precisely calculate running time of functions.

A. Preprocessing and Automatically Instrumenting with Tunable Granularity

LPerf prefetches the functions information and instruments automatically at the stage of compilation. Figure 3 shows the overall flow of preprocessing and instrumenting.

LLVM frontend, such as Clang and Flang, transforms the source file into the intermediate file (IR file). Optimizer modifies the IR file by Pass Framework [4]. In this paper, two customized Passes which extract function names from IR files and instrument IR files respectively are implemented. The former is used to obtain the function names and encode them, which helps to speed up the functions locating. The latter is
used to insert the function number and starting probe after the entry of functions and the ending probe before the exit of functions. After that, LPerf transforms the instrumented IR files into the object files through the LLVM backend. Figure 4 describes the position and content of instrumentation.

Furthermore, for performance modeling, according to Occam’s razor principle, if the predictive accuracy of the two models is similar, a simpler model should be used. Even with a smaller number of features, the approximate predictive accuracy can also be obtained. If the running time of some functions with a few instructions are ignored, there will be few impacts on the results of performance modeling. To balance the overhead and accuracy, LPerf is designed to instrument with tunable granularity. When the customized Pass is used to scan and obtain the name of a user-defined function, the number of instructions of the functions in the IR file will be counted. When instrumenting through the other customized Pass, users can determine that the functions whose numbers of instructions in IR files are lower than a user-defined threshold are not instrumented to reduce the overhead for performance sampling. Therefore, users can balance precision and efficiency by themselves.

B. Efficiently Locating Call Relationships with Low Redundancy

Recording the call relationships of functions according to source code possibly misses the call relationships caused by the function pointer. Therefore, LPerf records the call relationships of functions in the starting and ending probes instrumented at the stage of compilation during runtime. This method has the advantage of recording all the call relationships but brings more overhead to the profiler. To diminish the negative impact, an efficient traversal algorithm to locate call relationships of functions with low redundancy is required.

To obtain the exclusive time, the call relationships and running time of functions are required to record. The call relationship from the main function to the current function is defined as complete call relationships. However, complete call relationships of functions will generate a large redundancy and lead to a large memory overhead. Meanwhile, when a function with the same call relationship is called for the second time, locating the function to record the running time will be slowly in probe. Therefore, the caller-callee relationship of the current function and the caller function is recorded instead of the complete call relationships. LPerf reserves the running time of functions and running time of subfunctions. By the caller-callee relationship, the running time of the function excluding the running time of subfunctions will be calculated and obtained. Actually, the caller-callee relationship is regarded as the primary key. Due to the decrease of redundancy, locating the call relationships and recording the running time of the functions become dramatically fast. The design of aggregated caller-callee relationship not only reduces memory overhead, but also enables faster localization. To further speed up the traversal procedure, the red-black tree is adaptive to store call relationships. The detail of the red-black tree is shown in Figure 5. In addition, each process will maintain a red-black tree and record the running time of functions. Generally, the profiling result of rank 0 is selected to analyze.

C. Profiling-aware Method of Calculating the Running Time of Functions

Although we have proposed some methods to reduce overhead, the overhead caused by instrumentation is still unavoidable [11]. To improve the accuracy of profiling, the profiling-aware method of calculating the running time of functions is proposed.

As the running time of the probe will be recorded and affect the accuracy of the exclusive time of a function, the running time of the starting probe and ending probe should be subtracted from the exclusive time of a function [22]. The precise exclusive time is the running time of functions excluding the probe subtract the sum of the running time of subfunctions including the probe.
To obtain the running time of functions including the probes, the timestamp recorded at the end of the ending probe subtracts the timestamp recorded at the beginning of the starting probe. To obtain the running time of function excluding the probes, the timestamp recorded at the beginning of the ending probe subtract the timestamp recorded at the end of the starting probe. Figure 6 shows the components of the running time of functions.

![Fig. 6. The components of running time of functions](image)

Additionally, to improve the precision of profiling, the “rdtsc” which is a system timer with low overhead is used to record the running time at cycle level. During the running time of instrumented applications, the caller-callee relationships and two kinds of running time will be recording by starting and end probes, and the running information will be stored into the temporary files on disk before the application ends [5]. At the last stage which is data processing, the precise exclusive time will be obtained by subtracting the running time of probes and stored into the profiling files.

**D. Implementation of Starting and Ending Probe**

The starting and ending probe record four timestamps, i.e., two timestamps of entering and exiting the probe and two timestamps of entering and exiting the probe. Considering the multi-level function calls, the mentioned timestamps are stored in the stack with running time of probes and the stack without running time of probes respectively. Besides, a stack is required to store function numbers.

1) **Starting probe**: The starting probe records two timestamps of entering and exiting the probe. The first is the starting time of the running time of the function excluding the probe. The second is the starting time of running time of the function including the probe [3].

The corresponding pseudocode is shown as Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1 Starting Probe.**

Output: \( \text{starting\_time\_without\_probe} \);

1: record the current time in \( \text{starting\_time\_with\_probe} \)
2: put \( \text{starting\_time\_with\_timer} \) into \( \text{running\_time\_stack} \)
3: put the function number into \( \text{function\_numbers\_stack} \)
4: record current time in \( \text{starting\_time\_without\_probe} \)

obtain the running time of function excluding the starting and ending probes, the first timestamp of the end probe subtract the second timestamp of the starting probe [19].

Then, the ending probe pops the top 2 function numbers in the stack with function numbers, which are the current function number and the caller function number.

After that, pop the stack with the running time of probes, which is the first timestamp of the starting probe. To obtain the running time of function including the starting and ending probes, the second stamp of the ending probe subtract the first timestamp of the starting probe [30]. Finally, the current function number and the caller function number are set as the primary key to find whether the function has been recorded in the red-black tree of function information.

If it exists, accumulate and update the number of calls, the running time of the function excluding the probe, and the running time of the function including the probe respectively. If it does not exist, insert the call relationships and running time of functions into the red-black tree of function information.

The corresponding pseudocode is shown as Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 2, \( \text{ending\_time\_excluding\_probes} \) is the ending time of the function excluding probes. \( \text{running\_time\_excluding\_probes} \) is the running time of function excluding probes. \( \text{running\_time\_including\_probes} \) is the running time of function with probes. \( \text{ending\_time\_including\_probes} \) is the ending time of the function including probes. \( \text{called\_times} \) is the times of the current function called by the caller function.

**V. EXPERIMENTS**

To verify the effectiveness of LPerf, a series of experiments are designed. A benchmarking application is selected as the test application to verify that LPerf can accurately measure the running time of application with less overhead, and an earth system model is selected as the test application to verify the effectiveness of LPerf for complex applications [23].

**A. Setup**

1) **Experimental platform**: The Hygon cluster which has 600 computing nodes is selected as the experimental platform. The specific configuration of the Hygon cluster is shown in Table 1. Every computing node is equipped with an X86-based Hygon CPU which integrates 32 cores. The parallel storage system of the Hygon cluster consists of 4 Opara nodes and 36 Ostor nodes. And, Intel OPA 100Gb is utilized by Hygon as a computing network.

In our experiments, 64 processes are used. In additional, to ensure the fairness of comparison with the baselines, the threshold of instrumentation granularity is fixed at one, that is, all functions are profiled.
The performances of gprof, TAU and LPerf are evaluated from precision, error rate and overhead. Precision is a critical metric for profiling because an unprecise profiler may miss the functions with short running time but large accumulated running time. Error rate indicates the gap between the profiling result and the built-in timing result. Overhead means additional running time caused by the profiler. Error rate and overhead are formulated as follows respectively.

\[ T_{error} = \frac{|T_{original} - T_{profiling}|}{T_{original}} \quad (2) \]

\[ T_{overhead} = |T_{withprofiler} - T_{original}| \quad (3) \]

where \( T_{profiling} \), \( T_{original} \), and \( T_{withprofiler} \) are defined as the profiling result, the built-in timing result, and the running time with profiler respectively. Especially, \( T_{withprofiler} \) is different from \( T_{profiling} \) which excludes the running time of profiler.

**B. Validation for Benchmarking Applications**

1) The Precision of Profiling NPB: To test the validation of LPerf on benchmarking applications, experiments are designed to use gprof, TAU and LPerf to obtain the running time of some functions in SP of NPB. As too many functions in SP to illustrate, the representative functions obtained by gprof, TAU, and LPerf are selected, as showed in Table 2. Experimental results show that gprof cannot record the running time of ADI, set_constants, and probe_read. TAU can record the running time of ADI, set_constants, and LPerf can record the running time of all functions. Overall, gprof could not record the

---

**Algorithm 2 Ending Probe**

**Input:** starting_time_without_probe

1: record current time in ending_time_of_the_function_excluding_probes
2: get running_time_excluding_probes by subtracting starting_time_without_probe from ending_time_excluding_probes
3: get top node in function_numbers_stack which is function number
4: pop top node in function_numbers_stack
5: get top node in function_numbers_stack which is caller function number
6: pop top node in function_numbers_stack
7: record current time in ending_time_of_the_function_including_probes
8: get running_time_including_probes by subtracting starting_time_including_probes from ending_time_of_including_probes
9: _probes
10: while (find the child-parent call relationship in the red-black tree of function information) do
11:     if the child-parent call relationship is found then
12:         accumulate called_times, running_time_with_timer, running_time_excluding_probe respectively
13:     else
14:         insert the running information of the current function into the red-black tree
15:     end if
16: end while

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computing cluster</th>
<th>Storage cluster</th>
<th>Network system</th>
<th>600 computing nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sugon parastro300 parallel storage system, including 4 opara and 36 osteor nodes</td>
<td>Intel OPA 100GB dedicated computing network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
running time of the functions whose single running time is small; TAU could not record the running time of the functions whose single running time is small and called times is small; LPerf could record the running time of all the functions.

Imprecise profiling results obtained by gprof cause that running time of some called functions is recorded as 0. This leads to that the running time of functions whose running time is small but called many times cannot be recorded. However, the sum of the running time of these functions could be huge. If their running time cannot be recorded, it could cause significant errors in profiling results. LPerf can avoid this problem by using "rdtsc" which is a system timer with low overhead to obtain cycle-level running time of functions.

2) The Accuracy of Profiling NPB: The amount of computation of SP of NPB could be tuned by predefined sizes and iterations. The experiments are performed on SP with different sizes varying from 300 to 500 and different iterations varying from 3000 to 5000. 5 sets of example data of different sizes and iterations are obtained. As the error rate of gprof, 25%, is two orders of magnitude higher than TAU and LPerf. To show the results distinctively, we only list the results of TAU and LPerf. The error rate of LPerf is lower than TAU at the size of 300, 400 and 500 and at the iteration of 3000, 3500 and 5000.

3) The Overhead of Profiling NPB: The experiments are performed on SP with different sizes varying from 300 to 500 and different iterations varying from 3000 to 5000. Due to the overhead of gprof, 0.1%, is much lower than TAU and LPerf. To show the results distinctively, we only list the results of TAU and LPerf. The experimental results show that the overhead of running time obtained by LPerf is significantly lower than TAU. In the
best case, the overhead of gprof, TAU and LPerf is 0.1%, 89% and 14%. Because of efficiently locating call relationships with low redundancy and automatically instrumenting with tunable granularity, low overhead of LPerf is obtained.

C. Validation for Large-scale Applications

1) The Profiling Results For CAS-ESM: To test the validation of LPerf for large-scale applications, experiments are designed to record the running time of functions in CAS-ESM through LPerf. For CAS-ESM, a three-level profiling scheme is proposed to distinguish and profile different model components according to the MPI communicators. That is, LPerf measures performance at the function level first, then profiles different components in an application according to the MPI communicators, and finally component performance is aggregated to obtain the overall performance. In the case of limited computing resources, it is essential to assign computing resources of different model components.

Due to gprof and TAU can not profile the model components of CAS-ESM, we only test the performance of LPerf in the following experiments. Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the error rate and overhead of profiling results for ATM model component which is the most time-consuming model component in CAS-ESM. These experiments are conducted at the size of 5, 10, 15, 20 days for CAS-ESM. Experimental results demonstrate that LPerf can maintain high precision and accuracy with low overhead when it is applied to large-scale applications. In the best case, the error rates of ATM and CAS-ESM are 0.02% and 0.03% respectively, and the overhead of ATM and CAS-ESM are 1.6% and 2.3% respectively.

2) The Effect of Tuning Granularity: To reduce the overhead of profiling, the method of instrumenting with tunable granularity is adopted. Ignoring to profile some functions with a few instructions can reduce the time overhead of LPerf. The functions whose number of instructions in IR files are lower than a user-defined threshold are not instrumented. Figure 13 shows the results of tuning the granularity. Experimental results show that the running time of CAS-ESM measured by LPerf can be effectively reduced by tuning the granularity.

D. Comprehensive Comparison

Table 3 summarizes the attribute of gprof, TAU and LPerf. From the Table 3, it is obvious that the precision and accuracy of LPerf can reach the state of arts with low overhead. By tuning the granularity of instrumentation, the running time of the applications measured by LPerf can be reduced effectively.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, LPerf is proposed to profile HPC applications with low overhead and high accuracy. Major contributions are listed as follows. (1) To lower the time overhead and improve the applicability of LPerf, preprocessing and automatically instrumenting with tunable granularity during the compilation stage are addressed. (2) To reduce the time and memory overhead, an aggregated caller-callee relationship which is used to locate call relationships of functions efficiently is designed. (3) To obtain the exclusive time of functions precisely, a profiling-aware method of calculating the running time of functions is proposed. Especially, for the HPC applications with multiple MPI communicators, our methods also support modeling different components in an application according to the MPI communicators. It is essential to schedule the number of processes among the components to fully utilize the limited computation resources for HPC applications. The experimental results manifest that the precision, accuracy, and overhead of LPerf have reached the state of art. In the future, the analysis of LPerf will be enhanced and performance modeling based on LPerf will be conducted.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>gprof</th>
<th>TAU</th>
<th>LPerf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>× (ms)</td>
<td><strong>★★★</strong> (cycle level)</td>
<td><strong>★★★</strong> (cycle level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error rate</td>
<td>× (10% ~40%)</td>
<td><strong>★★★</strong> (0.05% ~2%)</td>
<td><strong>★★★</strong> (0.02% ~2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td><strong>★★★</strong> (0.1% ~0.2%)</td>
<td>(89% ~261%)</td>
<td><strong>★★★</strong> (1.6% ~38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunable granularity</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III: Comparison of gprof, TAU, and LPerf
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